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A-matroids are combinatorial structures which generalize matroids. This paper associates a 
A-matroid D(A) to any map & = (G, S) defined by a graph G which is 2-tell imbedded in a 
compact surface S. If S is the sphere, D(A) is the cycle matroid of G. 
1. Introduction 
Many concepts in matroid theory are invariant by duality: connectivity, 
representability, base orderability. The dual of a planar matroid (i.e. the cycle 
matroid of a planar graph) also is a planar matroid, and this is essentially on 
account of the topological duality in the sphere. This cannot be extended to 
arbitrary imbeddings because if we consider the cycle matroids, say A4 and N, of 
two dual graphs, G and G* respectively, imbedded in a compact surface S with 
Euler characteristic x, we have 
rank(N*) - rank(M) = 2 - x, 
so that we can have N* = M only if x = 2. 
We recently introduced [l] A-matroids as a generalization of matroids. In this 
paper we associate a A-matroid D(A) to any map & = (G, S) defined by a graph 
G which is 2-cell imbedded in a compact surface S. The A-matroid D(Ju*) 
associated to the dual map &* = (G*, S) will be the dual of D(A) in a sense 
specified further. 
A function defined for any A-matroid, the birank function, reflects in the case 
of D(A), the number of components of S after deleting the edges of a subset 
Xc E(G), and the dual of the edges in a disjoint subset Y c E(G). This is 
related with the decompositions of a 4-regular graph attached to Jcc (the medial 
graph of A), which gives insight to some results of Las Vergnas [S]. 
2. Bases of a map 
To unify the exposition, any graph is considered with a topological realization. 
More precisely a (topological) graph is a compact space G which is partitioned 
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into a finite set E(G) of open l-ceils which are the edges, and a finite set V(G) of 
points which are the vtrticss, in such a way that the closure cl(e) of any eqs e is 
contained in e U V(G) (the ends of e are the points of cl& )\e). Thus G IF-~ I have 
loops and multiple edges. . 
A map is a pair A = (G, S) where S is a compact surface and 6 is a graph 
imbedded in S (which means G c S) in such a way that each component of S\ G 
is an open 2-tell called a face of 4. Then G is connected. If we choose a vertexf* 
inside each face f of 4, we can construct a map A* = (G”, S) the dual map, such 
that every edge e of G is disjoint from every edge of G* except for one edge e* 
such that le n e*l = 1. The common point to e and e* is their midpoint, and the 
half-edges of e (e*) are the two open l-cells obtained after deleting the midpoint 
of e (e*). For E’s E(G) U E(G*) we let cl@‘) = U (cl(x):x E E’). For B c 
E(G) we set B*= {e*:eE B} and B= E(G)\B. We call B a base of JU if 
S\cl(B U B*) is connected. Clearly any base of A* is the dual of the complement 
of a base of A. 
Proposition 2.1. Ad-y base of a map J# = (G, S) includes a spanning tree of G, 
and any spanning tree of G is Q base of JU. 
Proof. If B c E(G) includes no spanning tree of 6, then the subgraph of G 
consisting of the edges of B and all the vertices of G is nonconnected. Thus B 
contains a cocycle C which separates V(G) into two nonempty subsets V’ and V”. 
When deleting cl(C*) from S we separate the faces of &* containing the points of 
V’ from the faces of A* containing the points of V”, and so S\cl(C*) is not 
connected. Therefore S \cl(B U B*) is not connected because B* 2 C*, and B 
cannot be a base. 
To prove that any spanning tree T of G is a base, it is sufficient o prove that 
S’ = S\cl( T*) is r;cmnnected because S \cl( T U F*) is obtained from S’ by 
removing cl(T) which includes no closed curve. Let A/T be the map obtained 
from & by contracting T to a point p. Then S\cl( T’) is unchanged up to an 
homeomorphism. Since F* is the set of the edges of (d/T)*, S\cl(F*) is equal 
to the union of the faces of (A/T)*. But (A/T)* has a single face because A/T 
has a single vertex. Therefore S\cl(T*) is connected. 0 
CoroIIary 2.2. The bases of a map .M = (G, S), where S 
spanning trees of G. 
f. LetBbesb XV ._~f A?. Following (2.1), there exists a 
If T # B, then B contains a cycle C, so that S\cl(C) is 
B = T. Conversely (2.1) implies that any tree of G is a base 
is a sphere, are the 
spanning tree T 1~ B. 
nonconnected. Thus 
of&. Cl 
The preceding property expresses that the bases of A are the bases of the cycle 
matroid of G. Thus we may hope that the set of the bases of any map defines a 
structure similar to a matroid, which is actually the case as is shown in Section 4. 
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3. Splitters 
Let us consider a connected graph H where each vertex is of degree 4 or 2. We 
subdivide ach edge into two half-edges by a midpoint. A tru&tion at a vertex v 
is a pair of half-edges incident to ZI. A bitransition at v is a pair of disjoint 
transitions at v (so that v must have degree 4). Where b = {{hi, h’;), {hi, hg}} is 
a bitransition at V, let H 1 b be the graph obtained from H by replacing v by a 
vertex vu1 incident o hi and hy and a vertex u2 incident o hi and hz. A splitter of 
U is any set o of bitransitions uch that no vertex is incident to more than one 
bitransition in 0. Where bl, b2, . . . , bk is any ordering of the bitransitions in a, 
we let H 1 o = H 1 bl 1 b2 I l l l I bk (clearly H I o does not depend on the ordering). 
We denote by V(o) the set of the vertices of H incident o the bitransitions of a, 
and we say that o is complete if V(o) contains every vertex of degree 4. 
Equivalently, CI is complete if each component C of H I ci is a cycle. The 
succession of the half-edges in C, say SH = (ho, hl, h2, . . . , htiJ is such that, 
possibly after a rotation, {h - h 2r, 2i+l} is a transition at a vertex of H and 
{h z+l, h2i+2} is a pair of half-edges of a same edge, 0 s i C n and hz, = h,-,. The 
sequence SH is a close2 walk of rI induced by a, and we consider SH up to a 
rotation and up to a reversion. If ZJ is complete and H 1 o is connected, then the 
single closed walk of H induced by (J is a eulerian tour, and we say that 0 is a 
eulerian splitter. 
Proposition 3.1 Kotzig [4]. Evel7.n complete splitter of a connected 4-regular graph 
H is disjoint from some eulerian splitter of H. 
For y, a complete splitter of H, let g(y) denote the set of the eulerian splitters 
of H disjoint from y. 
Proposition 3.2. Let H be a connected 4-regular graph, and let y be a complete 
splitter of H. For every splitter o of H disjoint from y, the nwnber c(o) of the 
components of H 1 o ES given by 
c(o) = 1 + min(lo\E) : E E 8(y)). 
Proof. Let us consider some c E 8(y), E’ E E defined by V(C) = V(o), and let 
k = le’\al = la\ El. We construct a sequence of splitters E’ = cro, al, . . . , ok = 0 
such that, for 0 < i c k, ai+l is obtained from oi by replacing a transition of &‘\a 
by a transition of a\&. The number of components of H 1 Oi and H 1 Oi+l can 
differ at most by 1. Thus c(o) s 1 + k = 1 + (o\c(. 
Now we prove by induction on k = c(a) - 1 the existence of an E E 8(y) 
satisfying la\ ~1 G k. For k = 0 we apply Kotzig’s property (3.1) to the restriction 
y1 of y to the connected graph HI = H 1 a, which yields an eulerian splitter 
ei E 8(y,), and cl U CI E 8(y). For k > 0, we consider a vertex v which is split into 
two vertices belonging to distinct components, ay H’ and H”, of H I (I. Let u1 be 
the splitter obtained from II by replacing its bitransition b at v by the second 
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bitransition 61 at v which does not belong to y. We verify that H 1 o1 has one 
component less than H 1 a: because H’ and H” are joined into a single component 
in H 1 q. By induction there exists E E 8(y) such that 1 crl \ E( s k - 1. Since b and 
b1 are the only bitransitions at u which do not belong to y, either b E & or b1 E E. 
In the first case we have la\&1 = la,\&1 - 1, which implies (a\&( =~(a) -2, and 
inthesecondcasewehave(a\c(=(al\&j+l=k. q 
Now we consider again the map A = (C, S), and our notation follows Section 
2. Let q be a component of S\(G U G*). Its boundary, aq, is partitioned into 
four half-edges (two in G and two in G*), one vertex of G, one vertex of G*, and 
two midpoints which may be equal. We call q a quadrilateral of & (or 
equivalently of A*). We determine inside each quadrilateral q an open l-cell, 
denoted 6(q) and called the diugonal of q, whose ends are the midpoints in 3q. 
The graph H such that V(H) is the set of the midpoints of the edges in 
E(G) U E(G*), and E(H) is the set of the diagonals of the quadrilaterals, is 
called the medial graph of A (or equivalently of A*). This graph is 4-regular, and 
for convenience we also subdivide each diagonal into two half-edges by a 
midpoint. Let us consider two dual edges e and e* and their common midpoint V. 
Let (h’, S1, h’*, &, h”, &, h”*, 6,) be the succession around r~ of the 
half-diagonals &, &, i&, a4 incident to V, the half-edges h’ and h’ of e, 
and the half-edges h ’ * and h’* of e *. There are precisely three hitransitions 
defined at u: x(@ = {IS,, 5,)’ {&, &}}, z*(v) = {{al, a,}, {&, a,}}, y(v) = 
{V,, 6,)’ &’ 6,)). W e consider z, r* and y as three functions defined over 
V(H). We also consider p : E(G) U E(G*)-, V(H) such that p(e) is the midpoint 
ofe. ForX,YcE(G),XnY=fl, welet 
Informally, we may think of r(X, Y*) as the splitter made of the bitransitions 
“tangent” to the edges of X U Y*. The complete splitter y(V(H)) is called the 
crossing splitter of A. 
Proposition 3.3. Let us consider u map A = (G, S), its medial gruph H, and two 
disjoint subsets X and Y E E(G). Two quadriluteruk, q’ and q”, of A ure included 
in the same component of S\cl(X U Y*) if and only if their diagonals, a(q’) and 
6(q”), belong to the sume component of H 1 z(X, Y*). 
roof. Let .%? be the set of all the quadrilaterals of A, and let R be the binary 
relation defined on .9 such that q’ R q” holds if and only if 3q’ n dq’ 2 h for some 
half-edge h included in (G U G*) \cl(X U Y*). Obviously q’ R q’ implies that q’ 
ar,d q” are included in a same component of S’ = S \cl(X U Y*), and this still 
holds for q’ R’ q’, where R’ is the transitive closure of R. Conversely let q’ and q’ 
be two quadrilaterals included in a same component of S’. There exists a path 
pcs’joiningapointofq’toapointofq”. Whereq’=q,,q2,. ..,q,=q”isthe 
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succession of the quadrilaterals traversed by p, we have qi R qi+l for 1s i c n, so 
that q ’ R’ q’ holds. Thus q ’ R’ q’ holds if and only if q ’ and q’ are included in the 
same component of S’. 
We verify that q’ R q’ holds if and only if 6(q’) and S(q’) are incident to a 
same vertex of H’ = H 1 z(X, Y*), and we denote by 6(q’) r 6(q’) this binary 
relation on the set of the diagonals. Where r’ is the transitive closure of r, 
ci(q’) rf 6(q”) holds if and only if S(q’) and 6(q’) belong to a same component of 
H’. Since q’ R q’ and 6(q’) r 6lq’) are equivalent, q’ Rf q’ and 6(q’) r’ &(q’) also 
are equivalent. Cl 
Corollary 3.4. A subset B c E(G) is a base of JU if and only if z(B, B*) is a 
eulerian splitter of H. 
The following corollary follows from (2.1) and (2.2). 
Corollary 3.5 (Kotzig [4], Las Vergnas [5]). Zf T is any spanning tree of G, then 
z(T, T*) is an eulerian splitter of H, and the converse holds if S is the sphere. 
ForX, YsE(G), XnY=8, let 
p(X, Y) = max(]B n Xl + ]B n YI: B is a base of JU). 
We call p the birank function of A. 
Theorem 3.6. For a map 4 = (G, S) and any two dkjoint subsets X and Y of 
E(G), the number of components of S\cl(X U Y*) is equal to (Xl + IYl + l- 
P(X’ Y)* 
Proof. Let H be the medial graph of Jt, and let o = x(X, Y* j. Following (3.3), 
the number of components of S \cl(X U Y*) is equal to the number of 
components of H 1 a, which is equal, by (3.2), to 1 + min(la\ cl : E E 8(y)) where 
y is the crossing splitter of the map JU. A complete splitter E belongs to 8(y) if 
and only if it can be expressed as E = z(B, B*), with B a base of A. We have 
la\el= IX\Bl+ (Y*\B*( 
= 1X(- IXn BI + IY*l - IY* n B*l 
= 1x1 + IYl- Ixn BJ - Irn BI, 
which implies 
min()o\e): E E g(y)) = (Xl + IYl - p(X, Y). Cl 
4, A-matroids 
For a finite set V and 9 c 8(V), the property for 9 to be the base-set of a 
matroid on V is characterized by the following Exchange Axiom: 
) For F’, F’ E 9, for x E F’\ F’, there exists y E F”\ F’ such that 
F’ A {x, y) E 9. 
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By replacing each difference operator “\” by the symmetric difference operator 
“A”, we get the Symmetric Exchange Axiom: 
(SEA) For F’, F’ E 9, for x E F’ A F”, there exists y E F” A F’ such that 
F’ A {x, y} E g. 
A A-matroid is a set system D = (V, 9)--V is a finite set and 0 # 9 s 9(V)- 
such that $ satisfies (SEA). The elements of 9 are called feasible sets or bases. 
A-matroids are introduced in [l]. It is convenient o identify any matroid on V to 
the set system (V, 3) where 9 is the base-set of N. Since (EA) implies (SEA), 
any matroid is a A-matroid. Let min(9) ( max(%)) be the set of the minimal 
(maximal) elements of 9 under set inclusion. Two particular matroids are 
attached to the A-matroid D = (V, S), there are m = (V, min(9)) and M = 
(V, max(9)) which we call respectively the lower and the upper matroids of D. 
The value w(D) = rank(M) - rank(m) is the width of 6). For any X c V, we let 
@AX={FAX:FE~} and DAX=(V, SAX). Clearly $AX satisfies 
(SEA) like 9. The A-matroid D AX has many common properties with D, and it 
is said to be equivalent to D. If D is a matroid, then D A V is the dual of D. For a 
general A-matroid D, we still call D A V the dual of D, and we denote it by D*. 
Let (t, H, z*) be a triple with a connected 4regular graph H and two 
functions, z and t*, defined over V = V(H) such that, for every v E V, r(v) and 
r*(v) are two distinct bitransitions at v (so that r(V) and z*(V) are two disjoint 
complete splitters). We call (r, H, z*) a combinatorial map. Indeed any map 
J# = (G, S) yield s a combinatorial map where H is the medial graph, r and z* 
being the functions described in Section 3. Conversely any combinatorial map 
determines uniquely a map & = (G, S). The construction of 4 is classical and can 
be described as follows. We associate a polygon z(SH) to each closed walk SH 
induced by one of the complete solitters z(V) and z*(V), in such a way that the 
successive sides of IG(SH) correspond bijectively to the successive half-edges of 
SH. We mark also the successive vertices of z(SH) by the corresponding vertices 
of H and midpoints of the edges of H. Each half-edge appears once in a closed 
walk SH’ induced by t(V) and once in a closed walk SH’ induced by z*(V). We 
identify the corresponding sides of z(SH’) and z(SH”) in such a way that 
midpoints correspond, so that the identification is unique. Thus we get a map 
(H, S) which is uniquely defined. We place a vertex w inside each polygon 
z(SH), SH induced by z(V), and we join w by an half-edge to each vertex of H 
oundary of IG(SH). Thus two half-edges are incident to each vertex v of 
H, which defines ~1 edge of G with midpoint v. 
Let 
@= {F c V: t(F) U t*(Fj is an eulerian splitter of H}, 
D(z, H, t*) = (V, 9), 
58={BsE(G):Bisabaseof&}, 
D(J@ = (E(G)’ 3). 
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It follows from [2] ((5.2) and Section 6) that D(z, H, r*) is a A-matroid. Thus if 
(z, H, z*) is associated to A, it follows from (3.4) that ~1 is an isomorphism from 
the set system D(A) into D(z, H, z*), so that D(4) is a A-matroid. We call 
D(A) the A-matroid of the map JU. 
Theorem 4.1. Let D(d) be the A-matroid of a map .M = (G, S), and 6et 
&*=(G*,S)beth d 1 e ua map. The following properties hold: 
0 i 
0 ii . . . 
( ) ul 
( ) iv 
0 V 
D(&*) = D(A)*; 
the lower matroid of D is the cycle matroid of G; 
the upper matroid of D is the topological dual of the cocycle matroid of G * ; 
w(D) = 2 -x(S); 
any A-matroid equivalent to D(Ju) is the A-matroid of a map. 
Proof. (i) holds because any base of Jdc* is the topological dual of the 
complement of a base of Jcc. (ii) is a consequence of (2.1). (iii) is implied by (ii) 
applied to A*. Where n, e, f are respectively the number of vertices, edges and 
faces of A, Euler formula yields x(S) = n - e + f, and where m and I!4 are 
respectively the upper and lower matroid, we have rank(m) = n - 1 and 
rank(M*) = f - 1, which implies (iv). If D’ = D(A) AX is a A-matroid equiv- 
alent to D(A), then let r’ (z’*) be the function equal to r (z*) over V\X and to 
z* (z) over X. Then we verify that D’ = D(M), where JU’ is defined from the 
combinatorial map (r’, H, r’*). 0 
5. Orientabiity 
We saw in the preceding section that the Euler characteristic of a map is 
determined by its A-matroid. We show in this section that the same result also 
holds for the orientability. 
Let H be a connected 4-regular graph where each edge is subdivided into two 
half-edges. We consider an orientation 6 of the edges of H. Thus an orientation is 
also induced on each half-edge. 
We say that a bitransition b at a vertex v is oriented by 6 if each transition of b 
is constituted of one oriented half-edge ntering v and another one leaving v. 6 is 
called an orientation of a complete splitter o if each bitransition of (I: is oriented 
by 6. To actually construct an orientation of a, it is necessary and sufficient o 
run along each closed walk induced by o and to orient accordingly the half-edges. 
In particular, if a is eulerian, the orientation is uniquely defined up to a 
reversion. 
We say that a bitransition b at a vertex v is antioriented by 6 if the oriented 
half-edges of one transition of b leave v when the oriented half-edges of the other 
transition enter v. 6 is called an antiorientation of a complete splitter y if any 
bitransition of y is antioriented by 6. If a bitransition b at a vertex v is 
antioriented by 6, then the two other bitransitions at v are oriented by 6. 
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Therefore if 6 is an antiorientation of y, then 0 is an orientation of any complete 
splitter disjoint from y. 
Let o be an eulerian splitter of H, and let (h,, hl , . . . , hh_,) be the half-edge 
succession of the eulerian tour 7’ induced by 0. Let r~ be a vertex of H, and 
suppose that the bitransition of 0 at v is { {hh- 1, h,}, {hzi-1, hzi}}. Then the 
half-edge sequence (&- 1, . . . , hl, ho, hzi, h2i+l, . . . , l~~-~) also is a eulerian 
tour, denoted by T * v, whose splitter differs from o only by the bitransition at v. 
The transformation T ---, T * v was introduced by Kotzig [4]. If 6 is the orientation 
(defined up to a reversion) induced by T, then we notice that the bitransition of 
T * u at v is antioriented by 0. 
Proposition 5.1. Let y be a complete splitter of a 4-regular graph H, and let T be a 
eulerian tour of H whose splitter is disjoint from y. There exists an antiorientation 
of y if and only if, for every vertex “3 of H, the bitransition of T * v at v is equal to 
the bitransition of y at v. 
Proof. If we can find an antiorientation 6 of y, then 6 is an orientation of T, and 
if the splitter of T * u is also disjoint from y then 0 is also an orientation of T * V, 
which is impossible because the bitransition of T * II at u is antioriented by the 
orientation of T. Conversely let 6 be an orientation of T. For every vertex V, the 
bitransition of T * v at u is antioriented by 6, and since it is equal to the 
bitransition of y at ZJ, y is antioriented by 6. Cl 
Let N = (H, S) be a map. An orientation of N is a family Q = (&+ :f E F) 
where F is the set of the faces of JV, and Qf is an orientation of the 2-cell f. Each 
edge of H is included in the boundaries of two, eventually equal, faces f’ and f”, 
and so it inherits two orientations induced by 52fo and +. The orientation Q is 
coherent if the two inherited orientations are opposite for each edge of H. We 
recall that S is orientable if and only if there exists a coherent orientation of N. 
Proposition 5.2. Let A = (6, S) be a map. The sutface S is orientable if and only 
if the crossing splitter of A has an antiorientation. 
Proof. Let H be the medial graph. We consider the map JV’ = (H, S) and its set F 
of faces. If 6 can be constructed so that each crossing transition is antioriented, 
then each noncrossing transition is oriented by 0. Thus, for any f E F, the 
transitions whose half-edges are included in 3f are oriented by 6, and since any 
two such transitions sharing a common edge are consistently oriented on this 
edge, the orientations of these transitions induce an orientation Qf of f. 
Sz = (Qf :f E F) is not a coherent orientation of N because the two orientations 
inherited from Sz by any edge e are equal to the orientation initially defined on e 
by 6. But every medial edge is included in the boundary of a face containing a 
vertex of G and in the boundary of a face containing a vertex of G*. Thus if we 
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reverse the orientations of every face of N containing a vertex of G*, we get a 
new orientation 52’ which is coherent, which proves that S is orientable. 
Conversely if S is orientable, we consider a coherent orientation Q’ of A, and we 
reverse the preceding construction to obtain an orientation 6 which is an 
antiorientation of the crossing splitter of JU. 0 
Definition. A A-matroid is odd if it has a base of even cardinality and a base of 
odd cardinality, otherwise it is even. For example any matroid is an even 
A-matroid because its bases are equicardinal. 
Theorem 5.3. Let d = (G, S) be a map. The surface S is orientable if and only if 
the A-matroid of 4 is even. 
Lemma 5.4. If a A-matroid (E, 9) is odd, then there exists B E 9 and e f E \ B 
such that B + e E 98. 
Proof. Let us consider B’ and B’ in 9B such that k = JB’ A B’I is odd and 
minimal. If k = 1, the property is proved with B equal to the member of (B’, B”} 
with the smallest cardinality and e equal to the unique element of B’ A B”. If 
k 2 3, we apply the symmetric exchange axiom to B’, 8” and any t E B’ A B”, and 
so we find z E B’ A B’ such that C’= B’ A (2, t} is in 5% If z = t, we have 
1 B’ A C’( = 1, which contradicts the minimality of k. If z # t, we have (C’ A B’I = 
(B’ A B’;( - 2, which again contradicts the minimality of k. Thus k = 1, and the 
lemma is proved. Cl 
Proof of (5.2). Let H be the medial graph of A, and let y be the crossing splitter 
of A. Suppose that the A-matroid of & is odd. According to the lemma, there 
exists a base B of d and an edge e E E(G)\ B such that B + e is a base, too. We 
consider the eulerian tours T and T’ induced by the eulerian splitters z(B, B*) 
and t(B+e,B*- e) respectively. The reader will verify that there cannot exist 
three eulerian splitters differing only by their bitransitions at v = p(e), so that we 
have T’ = T * v. Thus the bitransition of T * v at v cannot be equal to the 
bitransition of y at v, and Proposition (5.1) implies that y has no antiorientation, 
and so S is nonorientable by (5.2). Conversely if S is nonorientable, then 
following (5.2) there is no antiorientation of y. We consider any base B of & (a 
tree of G for example), and the eulerian tour T induced by t(B, B*). The splitter 
of T is disjoint from y. Following (5.1) there exists a vertex v of H such that T * v 
also has a splitter disjoint from y. The base B’ such that z(B’, B’*) is the splitter 
of T * v differs from B only by the edge whose midpoint is v. These bases have 
cardinalities of distinct parities, and so the A-matroid of d is odd. Cl 
Definition. The topoZogica1 characteristics of a A-matroid D = (V, 9) are the 
Euler characteristic x(D) = 2 - w(D), and the orientability characteristic o(D) 
equal to + 1 if D is even, to - 1 if D is odd. 
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6. Birank function and binary representability 
Let D = (V, 9) be a A-matroid. For F c_ V, we let F = V\F. For X, Y c V, 
Xn Y =f3, we let 
and we call p the birank function of D. Thus the birank function of a map, 
introduced in Section 3, is the birank function of its A-matroid. The birank 
function re Dresents ome basic characters of A-matroids. For example, F is 
feasible if 2nd only if p( F, E) = 1 VI. A greedy algorithm developed for A- 
matroids in [l] uses the following notion: a pair (X, Y), X and Y E V, X n Y = 0, 
is said to be separable if there exists F E 9 such that X c F and Y n F = 0. Clearly 
(X, Y) is separable if and only if p(X, Y) = 1x1 -I= IYI. 
A strong map M + m is defined by two matroids M and m, on a same set V, 
such that any base of m is included in a base of M and any base of M includes a 
base of M. Thus if M and rn are respectively the upper and the lower matroid of a 
A-matroid, then M + m is a strong map. The set system S = (V, 9) defined by 
9 = {F: there exists a base b of m and a base B of M such that b E F c B} have 
been introduced by Tardos [6]. This set system is a A-matroid (see Property (7.2) 
in [l]), and it satisfies the following axiom: 
omi (Tardos[6])= F,f ES, bEF\f $eitherF-bESorthereexistscEf\F 
suchthatF-b+cES. 
Proposition 6.1. Let D = (V, 9) be the A-matroid associated to a strong map 
M+ m. The birank function p of D, the rank function R of M, and the rank 
function r* of m * (the dual of m) are related by 
p(X, Y) = R(X) + r*(Y) 
foreveryxand YcV, XnY=0. 
Proof. For any F E 9 and any pair of bases b and B of m and M respectively, 
satisfying b c F c B, we have 
which implies p(X, Y) s R(X) + r*(Y). Conversely we prove the existence of F 
satisfying (F n X( = R(X) and (P f7 Yl = r*(Y). The set 
z = {(F, f) E 9x9’: IF n X( = R(X), If n Yl = r*(Y)) 
is nonempty (take for F df) a base of M (m) which maximizes (F n Xl (q n Yl))= 
We choose (F, f) E 36 such that 
(a) IF n Y( is maximum. 
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Suppose that 
(/3) ]E r-l Y] < f n Y]. 
Then we can find b E F n Y such that b $f n Y. We have in particular b E F \f, SO 
that Axiom (i) implies either 
(cl) 4 = F - b E 9 
(~2) there exists c of \ F such that 4 = F - b + c E g. 
If Case (cl) occurs then (F,, f) E z. Indeed we have b $ X because b E Y and 
XnY=fl, so that F,nX=FnX. We have (&nY(=l~nY]+l, acontradic- 
tion with ((u). If Case (~2) occurs then we claim that (F,, f - c) E z We have 
Fz17X=FInX+{c}nX, and as above F,nX=FnX. Since IFnX( is maxi- 
mum, this implies IF2 tl Xl = JF (I Xl and c E X. Therefore {c} n Y = 0 because 
X n Y = 0, and so we have If - c n Yl = f n Yl. Finally since c $ Y, we have 
I & n Yl = Ifi n Yl, a contradiction with ((u). Assumption (/3) always yields a 
contradiction, so that ]P n Y( = If n Yl = t*(Y). Cl 
CoroUaq 6.2. Let M = (V, Se) be a matroid. The birank function p of M 
considered as a A-matroid is related to the rank functions R and R* of M and M* 
respectively by 
p(X, Y) = R(X) + R*(Y). 
Proof. Consider the strong map M-, M. 0 
Although the following result is not used in this paper, we state it for further 
reference. 
CoroMaq 6.3. Let 4 be the independent set of a matroid M on V. The set system 
S = (V, .%) is a A-matroid, and the birank function p of S is related to the rank 
function R of M by 
p(X Y) = R(X) + PI- 
Proof. Consider the strong map M* 0, where 0 is the matroid of null rank on 
v. Cl 
Co~~~Ilary 6.4 (Las Vergnas [5], for the last part applied to the A-matroid of a 
map). Let D = (V, 9) be a A-matroid, and let M and m be respectively the upper 
matroid and the lower matroid of D. The birank function p of D is related to the 
rank functions R, R*, r, r* of M, MY, m, m * respectively by 
R(X) + r*(Y) 3 p(X, Y) 2 max(R(X) + R*(Y), r(X) + r*(Y)), 
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for every X and Y E V, X t3 Y = 0. Moreover the second inequality is an equality if 
the topological characteristics of D are those of a sphere or a projective plane or a 
torus. 
Pmof. Let Sl aad P2 be respectively the base sets of M and m, and let 
D’ = (V, S’) be the A- matroid associated to the strong map M + m. We denote 
by pl, p2, p’ respectively the birank functions of M = (V, Sl), m = (V, S2) and 
D’=(V, S’). We have SIcS, S2s9and ScS’, so that 
p’(X Y) 2 P(X Y) 2 m=(pt(X Y), p2(X, Y)). 
Applying (6.1) to p’ and (6.2) to p1 and p2 implies the inequalities of the 
statement. The second inequality will be an equality if 9 = 9$ U g2. This occurs 
for w(D) = 0, w(D) = 1, w(D) = 2 and D is even (so that no F E i9 exists with 
1 FI = r(m) + 1 = R(M) - 1). Then the topological characteristics of D are respec- 
tively those of a sphere, a projective plane, a torus. q 
Remark0 A question of Las Vergnas [5], stated in terms of A-matroids, asked 
whether some invariants can be found so to generalize equality in the last part of 
(6.4). We may introduce for each integer i 
&={F:FESand)FI=i}, 
pi(X, Y) = max((F n X( + IF n YJ : F E SQ. 
A generalization of the equality is 
p(X, Y) = lllaX(pi(X, Y): @ # 0). 
Unfortunately it does not seem that the set system Di = (V, @), Sj # 0, has any 
special property if i is neither minimal nor maximal. 
Finally we recall some results on representability. For a symmetric binary 
matrix A = (A,,: v, w E V), let A[W] = (A,, : v, w E W) for any M’ c V, and 
A[W,, w2] = (A,,: IJ E WI, w E W2), for WI and W2 s V. We make the convention 
that A[@] has an inverse. It is proved in [2] that D(A) = (V, {W :A[W] has an 
inverse}) is a A-matroid. A A-matroid D = (V, 9) is said to be binary if there 
exists F E 9 and a symmetric binary matrix k such that D = D(A) A F. Property 
(5.3) in [2] implies that the A-matroid of a combinatorial map (r, H, t*) is 
binary, which implies that the A-matroid of a map is binary, too. The reader w?l 
refer io [?I p Jr ;a Construction of the binary matrix A by means UP a euierian tour 
of H. Other properties of binary A-matroids are studied in [3]. 
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